The relaxation of tipwelling produced a shoreward migration of surface water from oceanic stations which crone into contact with upwelled Eastern North Atlantic Water ti-mn the coastal stations to tbrm a convergence front 28 lan off the coast. Meanwhile, the saline wedge displaced towards both the north and the shore which is thvored by the compression of the tipwelling system to a narrow coastal strip outwardly limited by the convergence zone.
voltime anomaly is made. For shallower stations, an imaginary water mass is substituted for tile section from the bottom to tile reference level. This imaginary water mass is considered to be file water colmini betweeen the depths of the next oceanic station [Rudnev and Palii, 1966] . Consequently, restilts derived from this method must be interpreted with caution, but general trends can be distinguished.
Results

Wind Conditions
It is observed from surthce presstire charts that at the beginming of May, after a period of calm, the Azores high was centered on 47øN, 18øW and strong northerly winds 
